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1.

Scope of Work

Tayrona Financial Pte. Ltd. (“TFPL”) has been contracted by QashBack Pte Ltd (“QBPL”) a company
incorporated in Singapore with its registered address at 150 Cecil Street #03-00 Singapore 069543 to
produce this report.
The objective of this report is for TFPL to review QBPL’s proposed online reputation management
platform QashBack and its native currency QBK tokens and provide its general opinion on these two
subjects.
The report shall comprise of an overview of the QashBack platform, a review of conventional review
sites such as Yelp and TripAdvisor, a review of existing blockchain-based review or online reputation
management platform projects and a review of the Malaysian tourism market, where QashBack is
expected to make market entry. Based on the preceding analysis, TFPL shall also provide projections
as to the usage of QashBack in Malaysia and the impact of such projected usage on the estimated
value of the QBK tokens. Finally, TFPL shall also provide a list of risks and challenges concerning
QashBack and its QBK tokens.
Sources of information include QashBack’s whitepaper version 3.0 dated 10 September 2018,
whitepaper version 3.1 dated 28 November 2018 and a set of power-point slides on Oriental Mace
Group Berhad and its “MyBeauty” application dated 15 September 2018. All other information is
obtained from public sources such as websites, corporate filings and government statistics websites.
TFPL was informed by QBPL subsequent to the receipt of the 15 September 2018 power-point slides
that Oriental Mace Group Berhad has changed its name to DYBiotech Berhad (“DYBiotech”). Hence,
Oriental Mace Group Berhad shall be referred to as DYBiotech in this report.
TFPL makes no representation with respect to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the
information or opinions in this report. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. TFPL
has relied on QBPL for information on QashBack and DYBiotech and has not performed additional due
diligence on these two corporate entities. The scope of work of this report does not include legal and
financial due diligence on QBPL and DYBiotech.
This report shall serve as an independent or third-party reference material for stakeholders of QBPL,
QashBack and the QBK tokens. However, the QBK tokens do not represent any form of debt or equity
in QBPL or QashBack, to the best knowledge of TFPL. Neither do the QBK tokens represent rights or
interests in a collective investment scheme. Hence, the QBK tokens, in the opinion of TFPL, are not
capital market products. As such, this report is not regulated by the Financial Advisers Act nor the
Securities and Futures Act of Singapore.
TFPL has also sighted a legal opinion by Covenant Chambers LLC furnished by QBPL that claims that
the token will not constitute a regulated product under Singapore law and regulations, and in
particular under the Securities and Futures Act of Singapore.
Other than QBPL, users may not republish this report on any platform without the express written
permission of TFPL. Likewise, no distribution is allowed without the express written permission of
TFPL. For the avoidance of doubt, this report is for general reference only and shall not be construed
as investment advice or opinion and the contents of this report do not represent an investment
opinion on the QBK tokens. Buyers of the QBK tokens should be aware that their future utility of
the tokens and their value shall be conditional upon various factors such as the popularity of the
QashBack platform and their ability to secure buyers for their tokens.
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2.

Introduction

QashBack is an incentivized online reputation management platform that connects consumers,
merchants and advertisers for transparent interactions and ease of mind on data privacy issues. The
QashBack platform offers the following features.
a)
b)
c)

2.1.

Users on the QashBack platform can book purchases from merchants, submit their reviews and
Merchants can interact with users via customised promotions and loyalty programs.
All transactions on the QashBack platform will use the QashBack platform’s own cryptographic
token QBK.

Relying on blockchain technology for more reliable reviews

What makes QashBack different from other review and e-commerce platforms is that it will run as a
decentralised application based on the Ethereum blockchain. In a nutshell, all transactions on the
QashBack platform are immutable, transparent and self-executing and not reliant on any single third
party for clearing.
a)
b)
c)

2.2.

All transactions are recorded on the Ethereum blockchain and cannot be removed or edited.
Any changes are recorded as subsequent transactions.
All transactions can also be viewed on the Ethereum block explorer.
All transactions are also self-executing on the blockchain. Payment made from one party to
another is not reliant on any third party. For instance, payments for successful reviews are not
subject to the approval of the advertiser or merchant.

About the Platform

The crux of the QashBack platform is that it rewards users with QBK tokens for writing reviews,
regardless of their bias (positive or negative). According to QashBack, this change alone significantly
reduces polarisation bias from online reviews. At the heart of the QashBack platform is a set of
protocols that facilitate transactions. These protocols, in turn, allow the QashBack platform to interact
with other applications programmatically, i.e. interoperability.
Therefore, the QashBack platform should not be seen as a website or mobile application, even though
such extensions may exist. The QashBack platform protocols can be defined as a standardized
environment for software developers to integrate QashBack functionality into other applications
instead.
The QashBack protocols have been abbreviated as the PARC protocols:
Payment Protocol: Define specifications for the exchange and redemption of awards into tokens.
AI Recommendation Protocol: Analyse past transactions and recommend possible new courses of
action.
Reputation Protocol: Management of reputation scores for all parties.
Campaign Protocol: Run promotions that are customised for each individual member.
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2.3.

Business Model

Merchants have to buy QBK tokens that are used to reward users and to pay for transaction fees on
the QashBack platform. In turn, users earn QBK from writing reviews. QBK can also be used to pay for
goods and services on the QB platform.
QashBack will earn revenue from charging transaction fees of 1% of the value of the transaction, as
well as 3% of rewards paid by merchants to users for viewing advertisements.

2.4.

Go-To-Market Strategy

QashBack has identified several target markets including Wellness/Beauty, Healthcare, Transit,
Shopping, Food & Beverage, Travel, Entertainment and Education.
As a start, QashBack is in negotiations with DYBiotech which is in the business of arranging bookings
for tourists who travel to Malaysia for beauty, healthcare and wellness activities.
According to DYBiotech, itself and the Malaysia Ministry of Tourism and Culture will be promoting
Malaysia’s beauty and healthcare industry to tourists in 2019 and 2020. The objective of DyBiotech
and QashBack is to capture a 1% share of the US$1.5 trillion global beauty tourism industry.
The Ministry of Tourism and Culture will utilize its 40 tourism promotion offices globally to draw in
about 6.0 million beauty tourists while DYBiotech will introduce some 1,000 beauty service providers
to tourists through its 100% developed and owned MyBeauty mobile application. Tourists will book
and purchase beauty packages through MyBeauty, as the only official beauty tourism booking
platform in Malaysia.
QashBack’s platform will be integrated with DYBiotech’s application such that merchants and users
transact in QBK tokens and users are rewarded for viewing advertisements and submitting reviews.
Essentially, QashBack will ride on DYBiotech’s efforts to grow beauty tourism in Malaysia to generate
a critical mass of users and reviews. Thereafter, QashBack can move on to other targeted markets. We
estimate QBK transactional volume to grow from Malaysian Ringgit (“RM”) 8.2 million in 2019 to
RM23.5 billion in 2024, following the addition of more services and higher user adoption over time.

Figure A: Business Model of QashBack Platform

Source: QashBack Whitepaper
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3.

Review Platforms

Successful review sites have been able to attract significant numbers of reviewers and users. One of
the largest local business review sites in the world is Yelp Inc. Yelp is listed on the New York Stock
Exchange with a market capitalisation of approximately US$2.8 billion. According to Yelp’s sec filings,
Yelp is the leading local business review site in the United States, offering consumers “unmatched”
local business information and businesses a variety of opportunities to connect with purchase-intent
driven consumers. In 2017, Yelp reported 140.97 million monthly desktop and mobile unique visitors
to its platforms1 and 148.3 million of cumulative reviews2 submitted on Yelp since its inception in 2004
to the end of 2017.

3.1.

Conventional Review Sites

3.1.1.

Yelp

Yelp is a traditional or conventional review site. To-date, it does not utilize blockchain technology to
curate its consumer reviews. Businesses are rated on a scale of up to five stars by users with additional
comments or remarks by reviewers. Additional information such as opening hours, location and price
range are provided.

Figure B: An example of a webpage on Yelp

Source: https://www.yelp.com/biz/clinton-street-baking-company-and-restaurantsingapore

1

Defined as the average number of desktop or mobile unique visitors for the last three months of each period,
who visited Yelp’s non-mobile optimized or mobile optimized website at least once in a given month, averaged
over the three-month period.
2
Includes reviews that were not recommended or had been removed from Yelp’s platform. A review is defined
as each individually written assessment submitted by a user who has registered by creating a public profile on
Yelp’s platform. As at 31 December 2017, 31.7 million reviews were not recommended and 10.6 million
reviews have been removed for violation of terms of service or by the users who have contributed them.
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Figure C: An example of a webpage on Yelp - Continued

Source: https://www.yelp.com/biz/clinton-street-baking-company-and-restaurantsingapore
However, Yelp uses several technologies to enhance the relevance of its business recommendations.
These include
1) Search and ranking technology. Yelp leverages on the data stored on its platform to provide
users with contextual, relevant and up-to-date results to their search queries.
2) Filtering technology. Yelp employs proprietary filtering technology to analyse and screen all
of its reviews. Yelp’s filtering software looks at a wide range of data associated with each
review and reviewer to determine the review’s relevance and reliability. Yelp believes that its
filtering technology is one of the key contributors to the quality, authenticity and integrity of
the reviews on its platform.
3) Network security. Yelp’s platform includes a host of encryption, antivirus, firewall and patchmanagement technology to protect and maintain its systems.
Other technologies cited by Yelp include its mobile application platform and hosting infrastructure.3

3

Yelp prospectus.
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Figure D: Yelp’s number of cumulative reviews from inception
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Figure E: Yelp’s reviews, by business categories, as at end 2017

Source: Yelp 10-K Filing
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Figure F: Number of Yelp users1
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Figure G: Yelp’s revenue, by product
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Yelp earns revenue from the provision of free and paid advertising products, the facilitation of
transaction via its features and tools, as well as other non-advertising and non-transaction
arrangements, such as content licensing.
1) Advertising
a. Free online business account – Yelp enable businesses to create a free online
business account and claim the listing page for each of their business locations.
Businesses can view the performance of their pages on the Yelp platform, message
customers, update listing information and offer Yelp deals and gift certificates.
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b. Branded profile – Provides businesses with premium features such as the ability to
select photos or videos to highlight on a page through a slideshow feature.
Businesses can also promote specific actions such as scheduling an appointment or
printing a coupon directly on their business listing pages. Account support is
available via phone and email for businesses that purchase a branded profile
program.
c. Enhanced profile – Restricts how ads from other businesses appear on listing pages.
d. Search and other ads – Businesses can promote themselves as a sponsored search
result on the Yelp platform, on the listing pages of related businesses and as
suggested “additional businesses”.
e. Ad resales – Yelp also sells remaining advertising inventory through third-party ad
networks, agencies and partners.
2) Transactions
a. Yelp platform – Consumers can transact with businesses directly through partner
integrations. For instance, consumers can purchase event tickets, book
appointments through the Yelp platform.
b. Eat24 and Grubhub partnerships – Restaurants pay Yelp a commission for orders
placed through Yelp.
c. Yelp Deals – Yelp earns a fee on the discounted price of each deal sold.
d. Gift certificates – Yelp earns a fee based on the face value and amount of gift
certificates sold.
3) Other services
a. Yelp Reservations – Businesses such as restaurants, nightlife venues can subscribe to
offer online reservations directly from their Yelp business listing page.
b. Yelp Nowait - A subscription based wait list management solution that allows
consumers to check wait times and join wait lists remotely.
c. Yelp WiFi Marketing – Subscription service to provide on-premise wifi access to
customers. Businesses can advertise products on the wifi log-in page and collect
customer contact and social media information
d. Yelp Knowledge – Offers businesses local analytics and insights
e. Other partnerships – content licensing and allowing third party providers to update
and manage business listing information on behalf of businesses.
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3.1.2.

TripAdvisor

TripAdvisor, Inc. is listed on the Nasdaq Stock Market with a market capitalisation of approximately
US$8.7 billion. According to TripAdvisor’s website, TripAdvsior is the world’s largest travel site with
approximately 600 million reviews and opinions on approximately 7.5 million places to stay, places to
eat and things to do – including approximately 1.2 million hotels, inns, beds and breakfasts and
specialty lodging, 750,000 vacation rentals, 4.6 million restaurants and 915,000 activities and
attractions worldwide. TripAdvisor allows consumers to compare prices and/or book travel
experiences on either a TripAdvisor site or mobile application. Unlike Yelp, TripAdvisor is focused on
the travel industry.

Figure H: An example of a listing on TripAdvisor
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Source: https://www.tripadvisor.com.sg/Attraction_Review-g294265-d1994850-ReviewsResorts_World_Sentosa_Casino-Singapore.html
TripAdvisor generates about 80% of its revenue from the Hotel segment. This includes revenue
generated from
a)

TripAdvisor branded click-based advertising and transaction revenue – Click-based advertising
revenue is derived from users clicking on to contextually-relevant booking links to TripAdvisor’s
travel partners’ sites. Transaction revenue is generated when users utilize TripAdvisor’s instant
booking feature, where a hotel partner or travel agency partner pays a commission to
TripAdvisor for a successful hotel reservation completed via the TripAdvisor website.

b)

TripAdvisor branded display-based advertising and subscription revenue – Display-based
advertising is sold on a cost per impression basis. Businesses can also pay a flat fee to enhance
their listing on TripAdvisor for a contracted period, including the posting of special offers.
12
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c)

Other hotel revenue – Includes advertising and commission revenue from non-TripAdvisor
branded websites.

Non-hotel revenue, which accounts for about 20% of the group total, refers to sales generated from
the booking of attractions, restaurants and other venues by consumers.

Figure I: TripAdvisor’s revenue, by products and segments
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Figure J: Number of unique hotel shoppers and revenue per shopper4
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4

Hotel shoppers refer to visitors who view either a listing of hotels in a city or on a specific hotel page.
Revenue per shopper refers to TripAdvisor-branded click-based and transaction revenue only.
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3.2.

Blockchain Driven Review Platforms

Our research suggests that there are several groups that are competing to roll out blockchain-based
review platforms. In general, the concept is to leverage on the blockchain’s immutability characteristic
to produce transparent and quality reviews. We found three such projects
A) Lina.review (https://lina.review/)
B) Review.Network (https://review.network/) and
C) Repu (https://repu.io/)
Of these three projects, we find Lina.review and Review.Network to be in the more advanced stages
of progress, with active social media pages. On the other hand, limited new information can be found
on Repu. Review.Network is currently raising funds via the public sale of its REW tokens. Lina.review’s
tokens are already tradable on some small crypto-exchanges.

3.2.1.

Lina.review

Lina comprises of four components
1)
2)
3)
4)

Lina Platform
Lina Core
Lina Token (LINA)
Lina.review

Lina Platform is a hybrid between the public Ethereum chain and a scalable private side-blockchain.
The public Ethereum network will be used for settlement of the LINA token and provide transparency
of payment transactions.
The scalable private side-blockchain is called Lina Core and is suited for recording detailed transactions
to minimize Ethereum network fees. The transactions and actions of merchants and users on
Lina.review will be stored in the Lina Core Blockchain to ensure transparency and prevent fraud. Being
stored on a blockchain, the information cannot be manipulated, and merchants will receive actual
results.
The Lina token serves as the platform’s native currency. Merchants may pay in LINA while reviewers
are rewarded in LINA.
Lina.review refers to the review service built on top of the Lina platform, whereby individuals and
companies can build their own review systems using the Lina SDK and sample applications.
Lina was soft launched in Thailand and later in Switzerland in January 2018. As at 8 November 2018,
it has signed up eight Thai, ten Japanese, one Korean and one Indian companies, as well as the Laos
government, to use its platform.
According to etherscan.io, LINA is held by 1,254 wallet addresses with a total supply 900 million LINA
tokens. LINA is traded on several exchanges such as YoBit, Cryuptopia, FatBTC and TokenJar. As at the
writing of this report, each LINA trades for 0.000177 Ether or US$0.0167. Based on the supply of 900m
LINA, LINA has a token market capitalisation of US$15.03 million.
Much of LINA is currently locked up as the circulating supply is only 107.5 million worth some US$1.795
million. The 24-hour traded volume is about US$53,438.5

5

https://etherscan.io/token/0xc05d14442a510de4d3d71a3d316585aa0ce32b50#tokenInfo, and
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/lina/historical-data/?start=20181016&end=20181210
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LINA probably started trading on 16 October 2018 based on the earliest available historical data from
coinmarketcap.com. On 16 October 2018, LINA closed at US$0.0834. It touched a high of US$0.2990
on 2 November 2018 and reached a low of US$0.0158 on 8 December.

Figure K: Price Chart of Lina Token
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According to Lina.review’s roadmap, the Lina.review’s production release was supposed to occur in
October 2018, followed by the public release of its mobile application in December 2018.

Figure L: Overview of Lina platform

Source: https://lina.review/lina_whitepaper.pdf
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Figure M: Lina.review’s roadmap

Source: https://lina.review/lina_whitepaper.pdf
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3.2.2.

Review.Network

Review.Network takes a slightly different approach from Lina.review. Review.Network comprises of
a)
b)
c)
d)

Fake review detection algorithm
Token-based reward system
Implementation of blockchain technology for decentralised data storage and transparency
Reviewer demographic information filter

The whitepaper does not mention much about the fake review detection algorithm but alludes that
its model based on factors such as review density, semantic and emotion is more efficient in fake
review detection than traditional methods based on content, reviewer information and behaviour.
The token-based reward system is different in the sense that Review.Network proposes that review
readers pay review writers for demographically filtered reviews. Under Lina.review and QashBack’s
models, merchants are primary payers of tokens. In Review.Network’s proposed system, users pay
more tokens to have access to more demographic characteristics. For instance, a review reader can
access the reviews of a select group of reviewers, e.g. older reviewers or local reviewers by paying
some tokens.
Review.Network’s tokens are called REW. A proposed commercial application of Review.Network’s
platform is for the conduct of market research, whereby companies buy tokens to reward survey
participants.

Figure N: Review.Network’s online review ecosystem

Source: https://review.network/static/assets/whitepaper/whitepaper.pdf
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Figure O: Example of survey process on Review.Network

Source: https://review.network/static/assets/whitepaper/whitepaper.pdf
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Review.Network is still undergoing its ICO. The pre-sale phase ended in September and
Review.Network has moved onto the public sale of its REW tokens. Each REW token is being sold at
0.01 Euro. At the end of the ICO or on 30 November, the tokens will be distributed to the buyers.
Currently, we are unable to find any information about REW on Ethereum blockchain explorers.
According to Review.Network’s whitepaper, it plans to complete the market research and online
review communities by the second quarter of 2019.

Figure P: Roadmap of Review.Network

Source: https://review.network/static/assets/whitepaper/whitepaper.pdf
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4.

Tourism in Malaysia

Approximately 26.0 million tourists arrived in Malaysia in 2017. Growth has been steady at a
compounded annual growth rate of 5.63 percent during the 17 years from 2000 to 2017. Singaporeans
account for the bulk of or about 48% of tourist arrivals, followed by Indonesia, China and Thailand.

Figure Q: Tourist arrivals to Malaysia, 2017
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Source: mytourismdata.tourism.gov.my

Figure R: Tourist arrivals in 2017, by source, in millions
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Tourist receipts grew at a higher rate of 9.58 percent during the same period to RM82.16 billion, partly
driven by higher spending per capita. Tourist receipt per capita grew from RM1,696 in 2000 to
RM3,166 in 2017.
Shopping, accommodation and food & beverage accounted for the bulk of spending, or 71.6 percent
of the total. Beauty care is not listed as an individual component. Miscellaneous spending amounted
to RM1.48 billion in 2017, or RM57 per visitor arrival. However, 18.0 percent of tourists engaged in
spa and wellness activities when visiting Malaysia in 2017. The most popular activity was shopping
with 60.8 percent of responses gathered.

Figure S: Tourist receipts, Malaysia
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Figure T: Tourist receipts, by components, 2017, RM millions
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Source: mytourismdata.tourism.gov.my
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Figure U: Major activities engaged, 2017
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The internet is a major source of information for tourists. While 64.5% of respondents relied on their
own experience when visiting Malaysia, 46.2% still relied on the internet for information. Of the 46.2%,
15.9% used travel review websites such as TripAdvisor. Based on tourist arrivals of 25.9 million each
year, these statistics imply a target market of approximately 1.91 million tourists that would use
review sites.

Figure V: Sources of information, 2017
Business colleagues
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Travel agents
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*Multiple responses Source: mytourismdata.tourism.gov.my
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5.
5.1.

Key Findings
The reviews industry holds significant market potential

Leading review sites make significant amounts of revenue annually. Local business review site Yelp
which makes 98 percent of its revenue from the United States earned revenue of US$846.8 million in
2017. TripAdvisor is a more global business. In 2017, it derived 44 percent of its revenue from markets
outside of the United States. On a consolidated basis, TripAdvisor generated US$1.55 billion of
revenue in 2017.
Scope for growth may come from geographical expansion such as in the case of TripAdvisor or from
penetration into new industries such as in the case of Yelp with its wide range of reviewed businesses,
ranging from travel & hotel services to home & local services.

Figure W: Revenue of TripAdvisor, by geographies, US$ millions, percentage share

Rest of World,
264, 17%

United States,
877, 56%

Europe, 415, 27%

Source: TripAdvisor 10-K Filing

5.2.

The Asia market remains fragmented and hold significant growth potential

The fact that the Rest of the World to TripAdvisor, namely Canada, Middle East, Africa, Asia-Pacific
and Latin America accounted for only 17% of TripAdvisor’s revenue suggests that either local service
providers are more dominant in these markets, or these markets remain underserviced and therefore
represent market opportunities for new entrants.
In mature markets such as United States and Europe, TripAdvisor is earning revenue of US$415 million
to US$877 million. Therefore, there is significant scope for growth in Asia with its larger population.
Key growth drivers would include secular income growth in Asia, as well as the localisation (e.g.
language, cultural references etc) of services.
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5.3.

Value-added services help to raise user engagement and yield per users

Comparing between Yelp and TripAdvisor, we noticed that Yelp’s revenue per unique visitor rose from
US$0.326 in 2015 to US$0.500 in 2017. Conversely, TripAdvisor’s revenue per hotel visitor has fallen
from US$0.54 in 2015 to US$0.43 in 2017. We reckon that the different trends could have been due
to Yelp adding services such as Yelp Nowait and Yelp WiFi Marketing in 2017. In turn, increased
engagement with users leads to higher revenue conversion.
According to TripAdvisor’s 10-K filing, the lower revenue per hotel shopper in 2017 was due to
partners making lower bids for click-based advertising in the second half of 2017 and more hotel
shoppers visiting TripAdvisor-branded websites and applications on mobile phones. Mobile phones
generate lower revenue per hotel shopper.

Figure X: Revenue per user
US$
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0.55

0.54

0.50

0.46

0.45

0.45
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0.43
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0.35
0.33
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2015
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Yelp revenue per unique visitor

2017

TripAdvisor, revenue per hotel shopper

* For Yelp, revenue per unique visitor = Reported revenue divided by 12 times the average number
of desktop and mobile unique visitors for the last three months of each period. For TripAdvisor, as
reported data was used.
Source: TripAdvisor and Yelp 10-K filings

5.4.

Blockchain-based review platforms are still in the infancy stage

Our review of Lina.review and Review.Network showed blockchain-based review platforms have yet
to achieve mainstream use. For instance, Lina.review has only signed up a handful of corporate
partners while Review.Network is still undergoing its ICO. Therefore, there remains scope for projects
such as QashBack to enter the market. All three review platforms, including QashBack, aim to roll out
their respective products by 2019. We do not review REPU as it appears to be inactive or dormant at
this stage.
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5.5.

QashBack has a viable go-to-market strategy

We see QashBack’s partnership with DYBiotech as a critical launchpad to achieve initial scale.
According to DYBiotech, its MyBeauty application will feature 1,000 beauty service providers. In turn,
QashBack will be able to accumulate an initial set of reviews based on these businesses. Secondly,
users will book packages through the MyBeauty application, which we assume will likely accept the
QBK tokens.

5.6.

The addition of new industries will be crucial in scaling usage

Given that approximately 46.2 percent of tourists visiting Malaysia use the internet as a source of
information, that a further 15.9 percent use review sites and that 18 percent of tourists engage in spa
and wellness activities, we can expect an initial target market size of 343,000 tourists each year
(against total tourist arrivals of 25.9 million in 2017).
As QashBack adds more activities to its ecosystem, e.g. shopping, entertainment, hotels etc, we can
expect the target market to scale upwards to 1.906 million tourists each year, based on total tourist
arrivals of 25.9 million.

5.7.

User adoption will also determine the success of QashBack

To reach out to tourists, DYBiotech will work with Tourism Malaysia and leverage on its 40 tourism
promotion offices worldwide. However, we argue that there needs to be a strategy or tactic to attract
users to download and use the MyBeauty application.
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6.

Projections

We assume that QashBack will start off targeting tourists visiting Malaysia. Based on a first-year
market penetration of 5 percent, we assume that there will be 140,000 users in 2019. As QashBack
partners with more service providers and move beyond beauty care, we assume that market
penetration will rise to 30 percent and lead to a foreign user base of 2.62 million users each year.
Domestically, we assume that QashBack will capture about 0.1 percent of consumer spending in
Malaysia, leading to an implied user base of 670,000 domestic users in 2020. We further assume that
QashBack will capture 5 percent or RM42.39 billion of consumer spending in Malaysia by 2024.
If the usage of QBK rises from 10 percent in 2019 to 50 percent in 2024, our projections suggest that
QBK will be used to pay for RM8.2 million of transactions in 2019 and RM23.5 billion by 2024.
However, our numerical analysis confirms our view that QashBack cannot solely rely on the tourism
industry or the beauty care industry to achieve substantial scale. It will probably have to work with
other partners, review a wider variety of businesses, as well as tap on the domestic market in Malaysia
to achieve scale.
The utility of QBK is derived from users earning QBK from viewing advertisements and writing reviews
and being able to spend this QBK to purchase goods and services. There are probably other ways to
earn QBK. However, we assume that viewing advertisements and writing reviews will be the key
sources of QBK tokens for consumers. Therefore, we decided to estimate the value of QBK by
discounting the estimated rewards that users will receive in our projections.
Businesses may purchase QBK tokens to pay for advertisements and other services. However, they do
not derive additional utility. Based on the QashBack whitepaper, paying for purchases in QBK does not
lead to additional discounts or other forms of utility.
QashBack will mint 1.0 billion QBK tokens but only issue 10 percent or 100 million of these tokens
under its 2018 token generation event. Based on our projections, we estimate that users’ rewards for
viewing advertisements are worth about RM154.20 million or US$36.80 million present value, based
on a discount rate of 25 percent and perpetual growth rate of 3 percent. In turn, the present value of
user rewards can be deemed as the fair value of the QBK tokens today.
We are mindful of the risks of the project QashBack. It lacks a track record and is still in the
development phase. There is a genuine possibility that the QashBack project may fail and that the QBK
tokens be worth zero value eventually. Hence, we apply a discount rate of 25% to 50% to factor in
these risks.
Based on a discount rate of 25% to 50% per annum, the projected 100 million of QBK tokens in
circulation have a present value of RM43.89 million (US$10.47 million) to RM154.20 million
(US$36.80 million), or US$0.105 to US$0.368 each.
The estimated value of each QBK token may be lower than the estimate of US$0.105 to US$0.368 if
more tokens are released into circulation. Currently, the QBK token is in the pre-sale and public sale
phases. Distribution of the tokens to buyers will be conducted at a later stage, followed by listing on
crypto exchanges.
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Figure Y: Projections
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Assume flat growth in 2018, followed by
5.63% per year to 2024. 5.63% is the
compounded annual growth rate from 2000
to 2017.
46.2% is the reported rate for 2017 as per
Tourism Malaysia. We assume 70% of new
visitors will use internet as a source for
information for 2019 to 2024.
15.9% is the reported rate for 2017.
Thereafter we assume an increase of 5%
points each year until 2024. Usage of review
sites should increase due to user rewards for
writing reviews, and presumably more
reliable reviews following technological
improvements.
Tourist arrivals x % of visitors using internet
for information x % of internet users using
review sites.
This is a subjective estimate reflecting
QashBack and its partners’ e.g. DYBiotech’s
market share vis-à-vis other review sites.
Target market size x market penetration. This
reflects the number of users that transact
through QashBack.

Assume flat in 2018 and 3.74% growth per
annum from 2019 to 2024, as per the
historical growth rate from 2000 to 2017.
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% spending via
QashBack and its
partners

18%

25%

30%

35%

40%

40%

Per capita spending
via QashBack and its
partners (RM)
Est. transaction value
(RM millions)

602

883

1,119

1,380

1,665

1,759

81.8

322.3

1,053.8

2,035.1

3,618.9

4,615.7

544.46

594.88

649.96

710.15

775.91

Domestic users
Retail sales
(RM billions)
% spending via
QashBack and its
partners
Est. transaction value
(RM millions)
Est. per capita
spending (RM)
Implied number of
users (millions)

450.31

498.32

Assume 18% initially, as per percentage of
activities engaged in 2017. As more activities
are added to the QashBack network, a higher
market share is obtained. We cap the rate at
40% as 60% of spending is on accommodation
and airfares, rather than shopping.
Tourist receipt per capita x % spending via
QashBack and partners
Per capita spending via QashBack x number
of users.

847.76 As reported, followed by 9.26% annual
growth, as per historical rates
A subjective assumption, such that a
reasonable number of annual users is
derived, assuming similar per capita
spending as foreign users.
Retail sales x % spending via QashBack

0.1%

0.5%

1.0%

3.0%

5.0%

595

3,250

7,101

23,277

42,388

883

1119

1380

1665

1759

Assume same as foreigners. Spending of e.g.
RM883 per month is reasonable.

0.67

2.90

5.15

13.98

24.10

At 670,000 users in 2020, we are looking at
56,000 users per month. By 2024, we assume
that there are 2 million users per month, as
opposed to a population of 31.62 million in
2017 in Malaysia
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2017

2019F

2020F

2021F

2022F

81.8
81.8
10%

322.3
595
917.2
20%

1,053.8
3,250
4,303.6
30%

2,035.1
7,101
9,136.6
40%

3,618.9
4,615.7
23,277
42,388
26,896.2 47,003.6
45%
50%

8.2

183.4

1,291.1

3,654.6

12,103.3 23,501.8 assume that not all transactions on the QBK

Estimated rewards
paid to each user for
writing reviews and
viewing
advertisements
(RM)
Number of users
(millions)

1.961

2.020

2.080

2.143

2.207

2.273

Assumed advertising rate of US$0.40 per user
x exchange rate of 4.19 x 97% paid out to user
+ 20% review payment. We assume one in
five users will submit reviews. Thereafter,
assume to grow by 3% per annum from 2020
onwards.

2.72

4.32

7.61

11.05

21.22

32.84

Target market size of foreign users + Implied
number of domestic users. We assume that
foreign users will most likely browse and view
advertisements, but not all will transact
through QashBack.

Estimated total
rewards paid out
(RM millions)

5.33

8.73

15.83

23.67

46.84

74.66

Transaction value
Foreign users
Domestic users
Total
Est. % of transaction
payments in QBK
tokens
Estimated QBK
transaction volume
(RM millions)

2018E

2023F

2024F

Total x % of transactions in QBK tokens. We
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platform are paid in QBK.
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2017
Estimated total
rewards paid out
(RM millions)
Perpetual component
Discount factor
Present value
Present value of
perpetual component
Present value of user
rewards (RM millions)
In USD millions

2019F
5.33

2020F
8.73

2021F
15.83

2022F
23.67

2023F
46.84

2024F
74.66

1.25
4.27

1.56
5.59

1.95
8.11

2.44
9.70

3.05
15.35

349.54
3.81
19.57
91.63

3% growth
25% per annum

154.20

Based on 25% per annum discount rate

36.80

Based on 25% per annum discount rate

Estimated total
rewards paid out
(RM millions)
Perpetual component
Discount factor
Present value
Present value of
perpetual component
Present value of user
rewards (RM millions)
In USD millions

2018E

5.33

8.73

15.83

23.67

46.84

74.66

1.50
3.55

2.25
3.88

3.38
4.69

5.06
4.68

7.59
6.17

163.61
11.39
6.55
14.63

50% per annum

43.89

Based on 50% per annum discount rate

10.47

Based on 50% per annum discount rate

Source: Historical data are obtained from Malaysia official sources of statistics. All other estimates and projections are provided by Tayrona
Financial
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7.
7.1.

Key Risks and Challenges
Execution risk

The QashBack project can be said to be still in the infancy phase and the final product has yet to be
launched. Without a proven track record, there can be significant variances from our projections that
may substantially alter the value of the QBK tokens. For instance, the number of users and the amount
of transactions handled by QashBack can be significantly lower than projected. Users may not find
blockchain-based reviews significantly attractive to switch over from their existing sources of
information.
The most evident risk is that the QBK tokens will have zero value if the QashBack project does not take
off. Events that may cause the QashBack project to fail may include for instance the inability to raise
enough financing to complete the development of the project.
Another risk that may cause the QashBack project to fail include network costs. The QBK token is
based on the Ethereum blockchain network. There are costs that QashBack must pay (in terms of the
crypto currency Ether) to store data and run transactions on the Ethereum network. If network costs
spike, the QashBack project may not be viable.
Conversely, QashBack is selling QBK tokens in exchange for Ether. If the market value of Ether drops
substantially, QashBack may not be able to exchange the Ether raised for enough fiat funds.
Secondly, a larger number of tokens may be issued and thus reduce the value of each QBK token, given
a certain number of users and transaction activity.

7.2.

Competition

QashBack is not the only blockchain-based review platform project. Competitors such as Lina.review
and Review.Network are also offering similar services. Hence, there is a need for QashBack to entrench
itself in key markets before other players come in.
QashBack also faces competition from existing review sites such as TripAdvisor. As conventional
review sites improve their technologies, the blockchain-based technologies may not be able to offer
significantly better reviews and fail to capture user traffic from these conventional platforms.

7.3.

Technology risk

The QashBack project boasts of various capabilities such as permission-based advertising, behaviourbased promotions using technologies such as artificial intelligence. Other features such as data
immutability and payments processing are derived from e.g. blockchain technology.
It may be costly to integrate various technologies to develop its own platform. Consumers may be
turned off if the final product fall short of expectations or contain various bugs.
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--------------------------------End of Report--------------------------------
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